RETAILER IN FOCUS

Rob Pincevic, Tony Pincevic, Haythem Oraha

X-ROADS CRANEBROOK: The meeting point of success
Rob Pincevic, the owner of X Roads Convenience, sat down with
New Sunrise to discuss the opening of this site during a global
pandemic. Situated in the northern section of the city of Penrith,
X-Roads Cranebrook is a truly remarkable new to industry site.
Its mere size and location have made it an unmissable stop in
a developing region. “You can almost land a helicopter on the
canopy” Rob proudly states, and he is not wrong. We appreciate
his time in speaking to us this month, and sharing his experience.
And so the history lesson begins.
Tony Pincevic, Rob’s father would begin the Pincevic success
story. Having purchased the land in 1971, Tony began his trade
as a builder 50 years ago. He worked incredibly hard and was
a wise individual who knew acquiring land was a key to future
success. And as tradition would have it, father like son, Rob
would also follow in his father’s footsteps.

Thoughts behind the project
Both Tony and Rob have been planning something big and bold
for the last 8 years at the Cranebrook site.
Rob states that he had three key areas of focus on planning
the project:
1.

To make it bigger than Ben-Hur – “The site has 22 petrol
pumps across the forecourt. This caters for heavy rigid
vehicles to suburban vehicles, tradies… anything that has
wheels” says Rob.

2.

Have a mini-supermarket style offer – to give consumers
no reason to stop anywhere else. And as the year would
progress, with COVID being a 2020 issue, this was a
fantastic move. Further to this, the New Sunrise grocery
program has helped turn over the stock faster.

3.

Point of difference in store – “I want to have as many
customers visit the store, and to do this, I need to be
unconventional compared to your traditional service station
and support local.”

New Sunrise partnered early with the Pincevic family, and
assisted them in realizing the goals for the store. From supporting
in the early stages of planning, building and branding, to the later
stages of setting the store for success, New Sunrise assisted
along the way.
Pictured left: Christina Pincevic, Natasha Pincevic and
Anthony Pincevic
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Three main Focus Points for Success:
1. Cleanliness and Store Standards - “Whatever the area,
wherever the store, no matter how big or small, great
service, service and more service gets customers in store.
Most importantly, I want to see the same face in my store
as many times as possible. Having a clean store is also
something I instill in my staff and must be carried especially
in this day and age”, Rob states.
2.

Passport to Profit Promotion - As Rob has not been in
this industry for many years, he comments that having a
New Sunrise On Promo book was an incredible tool to use.
“We follow the book to identify the key promotions for the
month. And it works! My sales have increased significantly
and the CCA and Frucor reps tell me how rapidly I am
growing in store.

3.

Having a good food and coffee offer and ranging the right
products - One of the main point of difference in store was
having a quality bake your own pie and sausage roll range,
as well as having a quality push button coffee machine
which came through The Common Good and ensuring the
correct product range is always on show. The store has
adopted the Jill and Jack Daily food and coffee program.

Point of Difference in store
“Tony and I choose New Sunrise because we had witnessed
the comradery with the New Sunrise family and we knew that
choosing New Sunrise would take us to the next phase in having
a petrol site and would allow me to create a point of difference
through”, Rob states. Some areas that the family explored to
create a point of difference
Using the Jill & Jack Daily food offer in store: “We needed
to separate our store from the McDonald's next door using the
range of fresh quality food. We received invaluable assistance
from new Sunrise in setting up the equipment and training the
staff. I am selling over 80 pies and sausage rolls a day”.
The Common Good Coffee Company: “We are using the XT6
Melitta machine and with a great bean. Kate, from The Common
Good Coffee, was instrumental in setting up the coffee area. I
have had feedback that the coffee is great and the combination
of Chai and Hot chocolate also add to this offer.”
Lotteries: “Creating a one stop shop, we also introduced
lotteries. Bringing a ‘Lotto’ offer not only attracts new customers,
but it gives my existing customers no reason to shop anywhere
else.”
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Food to Take Home: Fresh Munch Sandwiches and My Muscle
Chef. “introduction of food to eat away from the store has led to
continual success in store”. Rob states that he has “seen people
from all walks of life purchase these hearty meals to consume
away from the site. Proving that it is not only for gym junkies.”
X Roads Cranebrook Social Media: Christina, one of Robert’s
children, has been instrumental in setting up the social media
platform for X Roads Cranebrook. This features local community
announcements and sponsors as well as New Sunrise
promotions and activities!
Products catering to all: Rob’s attitude is to think differently
and be an early adopter. Rob has seeked to include a range of
American-made products in store, a range of fresh produce and
supporting local whether it be local honey or local product Jerky.
I think this adds to our competitive advantage and is why I love
the Enjoy Local theme.
Future Outlook for X Roads Cranebrook
Both Tony, Rob and Hathyem are always consistently thinking
of change and how they can make improvements at the store,
including:
1.

A self–serve car wash

2.

Implementation of loyalty incentive cards

3.

Recycle facility on the premise

4.

New Food Product range from take home pizza to freshly
baked bread

Moreover, X Roads Cranebrook is truly a destination where all
paths cross, being a retail destination for the local area. The
site officially opened 15th June 2020, in the midst of a very
tough fuel retailing year, however has already exceeded growth
expectations. However, with proper planning, growth strategies
and true collaboration and partnership, both Rob and Tony
believe that they can only become better.
On behalf of New Sunrise, we wish Tony, Rob, the Pincevic family,
and the team at X-Roads Cranebrook all success for many years
to come.
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